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CSOs ENDORSE
FORESTRY AMENDMENT ACT

The process of burning illegal charcoal, Dzalanyama forest.
By Lovemore Katanda

E

nvironmental and natural resource civil society organizations have endorsed the 2020 Forestry
Amendment Bill, claiming that the 1997 Forestry Act was too punitive to effectively support regulations
and enforcement efforts by government agencies and local communities.

The new Act introduces a number of new opportunities, including better regulation of charcoal and
increased transparency and accountability in the forestry sector.
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Insight Bulletin, is a monthly
publication which analyzes and
promotes good governance, and
policies that will further the creation of
an absolute free society in Malawi. It is
a news leader in opinion and analysis
on Malawi’s socio-political, religious
and economic development.
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EDITORIAL

THE MORAL SYSTEM OF ISLAM
approval of the human society; men

the aged, help of one’s kith and kin,

have always appreciated perseverance,

regard for neighbors, loyalty to friends,

determination and courage and have

assistance of the weak, the destitute

never approved impatience, fickle-

and the orphans, and nursing the sick

mindedness, cowardice and imbecility.

are qualities which have always been

Dignity,

and

highly valued ever since the dawn of

amiability have throughout the ages

civilization. Virtuous, polite, mild and

been counted among virtues, whereas

sincere persons have always been

snobbery, misbehavior and rudeness

welcomed. Individual who are upright,

have never found recognition as good

honest,

moral qualities.

dependable, whose needs conform to

restraint,

politeness,

Persons having a sense of responsibility
and devotion to duty have always won
the highest regard of men; never have
people who are incompetent, slothful
and lacking in sense of duty been

sincere,

outspoken

and

their words, who are content with their
own rightful possession, who are prompt
in the discharge of their obligations to
others, who live in peace and let others
live in peace and from whom nothing

looked upon with approval. Similarly,

but good can be expected, have always

oral sense is inborn in man

in respect of the standard of good and

formed the core of any healthy human

and through the ages it has

bad in the collective behavior of society

society.

served as the common

as a whole, the verdict has always been

man’s standard of moral

This shows that human moral standards

almost unanimous. Only that society

behavior, approving certain qualities

are in fact universal and have been well-

has been looked upon as worthy or

and disapproving others. While this

honor and respect which possesses

known to mankind throughout the ages.

instinctive faculty may vary from person

the virtues of organization, discipline,

to person, human conscience has given

mutual affection and fellow feeling and

a more or less uniform verdict in favor

has established a social order based on

of certain moral qualities as being good

justice, freedom and equality of men.

M

and declared others as bad. On the
side of moral virtues, justice, courage,

Good and evil are not myths to be hunted
out. They are well- known realities and
are equally well- understood by all.
The sense of good and evil is inherent
in the very nature of man. Hence, in the

As opposed to this, disorganization, no-

terminology of the Qur’an virtue is called

discipline, anarchy, disunity, injustice

“Ma’roof” (something to be announced)

bravery and truthfulness have always

and social imbalance have always been

and evil is designated as “Munkar”

elicited praise. History does not record

considered as manifestations of decay

(something to be denounced); that is

any period worth the name in which

and disintegration in a society. Robbery,

to say virtue is known to be desirable

falsehood, injustice, dishonesty, and

murder, larceny, adultery, fraud and

for everyone and evil is not known to

breach of trust may have been upheld.

graft have always been condemned.

commend itself in any way. This fact is

Slandering, scandal mongering and

mentioned by the Qur’an when it says:

Fellow- feeling, compassion, fidelity, and
magnanimity have always been valued
while selfishness, cruelty, miserliness
and bigotry have never received the

4
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blackmailing has never been considered
as wholesome social activities.
Contrary to this service and care of

“And (Allah gave to the Soul) its
enlightenment as to its wrong and
its right...” (Quran, 91:8).
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CSOs ENDORSE FORESTRY AMENDMENT ACT

Taking charcoal to the markets.

The amended new law also gives

when it’s produced without license,” he

In a separate interview, one of the

offenders who cut down trees for

stated.

charcoal

Mwangomo has urged city residents to

market in Blantyre expressed his fury

embrace alternative sources of energy

at government’s decision and called it

such as electricity, liquid petroleum

cruelty and inconsiderate.

making charcoal in protected areas the
option of paying increased fines ranging
from 100 thousand Kwacha to 10 million
Kwacha.
Briefing journalists in Blantyre on July
12, 2022, Center for Environmental
Policy and Advocacy (CEPA) Executive

sellers

at

Zingwangwa

gas, biogas among others.
He has also implored government to
eliminate or reduce taxes and levies

“This is unfair. We rely on this business
to fend for our families, obviously for us

on new alternative sources of energy to

to gain a license it might be costly,” he

make them affordable.

complained.

environment and that people should use

“We have asked government to quickly

He further said that instead government

renewable energy resources to replace

convene a meeting where solutions

the use of charcoal, especially in urban

will be made to ensure that alternative

areas where the use of charcoal is so

sources of energy be affordable and

Director, Heba Mwangomo stated that
deforestation is a major threat to

pervasive.
According to Mwangomo, contrary to
what is reported in some of the media
outlets, government has not outlawed
the usage of charcoal.

should engage all charcoal sellers
and see how it can help with various

available to many households across

alternative business activities, while

the country,” he explained.

also acknowledging that burning of

He added that efforts are being made
to educate law enforcement officers
nationwide on the need to stop engaging
in corruption. Since then, he has asked

charcoal and cutting down trees pose a
threat to climate change.
At the launch of the 2021/2022 tree
planting season, President Lazarus

“It is not true that government has

local communities to inform authorities

banned the use of charcoal, however

of any incidents of corruption they

Chakwera called for concerted efforts to

charcoal is an illegal forest commodity

observe.

plant and protect trees in the country.
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FOCUS ON PALESTINE

BIDEN’S MIDDLE EAST TOUR:
ISRAEL, ENERGY AND ISRAEL
Many people are questioning the value
(and even the purpose) of US president
Joe Biden’s visit to the Middle East last
week. While the trip’s objective was
obfuscated by the White House, one
thing is clear: while some part of the visit
was about energy security for the West,
much of it was about Israel.
It was clear beforehand that Biden
wanted

to

repair

the

damaged

relationship between his administration

8
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and Saudi crown prince (and effective
ruler) Mohammed bin Salman (or MbS),
in order to get the Saudis to increase
their oil production and ease high
energy prices in the US and Europe. But
White House spokespersons sought to
downplay the notion of a US president
begging at the Saudi palace and said
the trip was about normalising relations
between Israel and Arab states, and
particularly, Saudi Arabia. They hoped
this would seem like a strong reason for

Americans, given historical support for
Israel in the US and within his Democratic
Party. It was a miscalculation, but that
the trip had a lot to do with Israel was
true.
The more substantial stops on the tour
were Israel and Saudi Arabia, with a brief
visit to the Occupied Palestinian Territory.
In Israel, Biden did not mention anything
about the expanding settlement project
– illegal under international law and

S I X T Y F I R S T E D I T I O N AU G U S T 2 02 2
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with nuclear weapons); and signed an
anti-Iran declaration with Israeli prime
minister Yair Lapid.
In Ramallah, after a brief meeting
with Palestinian Authority president
Mahmoud Abbas, Biden declared that
“the ground was not ripe” for peace
talks between Palestinians and Israelis,
pronouncing his verdict that Palestinians
should remain under perpetual Israeli
military rule in an apartheid state. That
visit might as well not have happened;
the Palestinians, to Biden, do not exist.
Though not the first US president to do
so, Biden symbolically flew from Tel Aviv
to Riyadh in Saudi Arabia to hint at a
possible new relationship between the
two capitals.

US president, Joe Biden, meeting Israeli
prime minister, Yair Lapid, 14 July, 2022.

a violation of US policy. He reiterated
support for Donald Trump’s relocation of
the US embassy to Jerusalem, which is
not recognised as Israel’s capital under
international law; made no comment
about reopening the US consulate that
had served Palestinians before Trump
shut it down; pledged to continue the
annual $3,8 billion military aid package
to Israel; condemned Iran for wanting to
develop nuclear weapons (Iran doesn’t;
Israel is the only Middle East state

S I X T Y F I R S T E D I T I O N AU G U S T 2 02 2

In Saudi Arabia, Biden met the heads
of the Gulf Cooperation Council states
(Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, and the UAE) and of Jordan, Egypt
and Iraq. He had two objectives here:
mainly to convince MbS to increase oil
production (which he failed to do), and to
nudge Saudi Arabia towards normalised
diplomatic relations with Israel (which
he failed to do, except to get the Saudis
to open their airspace to Israeli flights,
itself, admittedly, an advance in IsraeliSaudi relations). It was an interesting
image of a US president, cap-in-hand,
asking the Saudis for help, and a more
spectacular brushing off of the request
by the latter.
In his presidential campaign, Biden had
pledged to make MbS accountable for
the murder of Saudi journalist Jamal
Khashoggi, which, the CIA said, the prince
had a role in, and to make Saudi Arabia
a “pariah state” for its human rights
abuses. He did raise Khashoggi with MbS
but was brushed off, as he would be,
considering he was doing the begging.
And this effectively has closed the
Khashoggi matter for the US.

The rhetoric of global human rights
has featured a great deal throughout
his presidency. Yet he legitimised
and heaped lavish praise on two
governments known for publicly and
spectacularly murdering journalists
(including US resident Khashoggi,
murdered by the Saudis, and US citizen
Shireen Abu Akleh, murdered by the
Israelis). No mention of other – ongoing
– Saudi human rights violations; no
mention of repeated and ongoing
Israeli human rights violations and
apartheid (as described by human
rights organisations such as Amnesty
International and Human Rights Watch,
as well as UN bodies). Indeed, he
legitimised the human rights violations
and crimes against humanity of Israel
and Saudi Arabia, as well as of other
major violators such as the UAE and
Egypt.
His attempt to portray the visit as
building an anti-Iran alliance also fell
flat. The Iranians (legitimately) accused
him of spreading “Iranophobia”; the
Saudis and Emiratis were not interested
because they are in separate processes
normalising their own relations with Iran
and would prefer to do it without US
interference; Egypt and Kuwait are quite
happy nurturing their own relations
with Iran on their terms. Only Lapid was
thrilled with the anti-Iran rhetoric.
Biden also tacked on a promise that
the US will not “walk away [from the
Middle East] and leave a vacuum to be
filled by China, Russia, or Iran”. Did he,
perhaps, miss the fact that the states
in the region (including Israel) have
started “walking away” from the US,
strengthening relations with Russia and
China, attempting to restore relations
with Iran (except Israel), and no longer
believing in the US as a protector or
patron?
FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT TO KNOW
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A borehole drilled in Msindwa Village, T/A Kanyenda, Nkhotakota District.

HILAL AFRIKA PLEDGES
TO UPLIFT LIVES OF UNDERPRIVILEDGED

H

ilal Afrika has constructed

Chipiya of Traditional Authority Kanyenda

Speaking at a similar function in

6

4

in Nkhotakota district, the provision of

Nkhotakota on 16 July, 2022 the

Malawi. The

boreholes will assist women in the area

Chairman for Hilal Afrika, Umut Turan

organization

to do other chores rather than spending

said the organization strives to improve

a lot of time looking for clean water.

health services and alleviation of

boreholes

districts
charitable

in

in

was responding to a call from rural
communities by providing them with
potable water. This gesture would also
go a long way as a preventive measure
to waterborne diseases such as cholera.
According to village headman Samba
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“Five villages will benefit from this
borehole. I would to express

my

sufferings by providing potable water to
rural communities in Malawi.

gratitude to the donors for their kind

“When I arrived in the country, I was

gesture. We never anticipated this,” he

astounded to learn how difficult it is for

said.

rural communities to get on with their
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visit to.

lives on daily basis. It is as if they are

Turan also urged members of the

living on a different planet altogether.

community to take care of the boreholes

This teaches us a very important lesson

and maintain them.

in as far as humanity is concerned.

In his remarks Hilal Afrika country

on how we might assist the local

Nevertheless, this inspired me to start

director Abdulrazaaq Telera said funds

communities in combating preventable

soliciting assistance to the rescue of

permitting the organization will embark

ailments such as skin diseases. It

such communities living in hard to

on a project to improve delivery of health

appears that poor hygiene is the most

reach rural areas,” he said.

services in the districts they had paid a

contributing factor,” Telera said.

“We will consult health officials and local
authorities so as to make preparations

Below are some of the boreholes drilled in Salima and Nkhotakota Districts.
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5 Islamic Principles for Business
slam has given guidance for

I

just, fair and ethical manner. These

every part of life. Every guidance

teachings are not solely for Muslims,

has some underlying benefit

1. SELL LAWFUL ITEMS
A business should trade only that

everyone who believes in fair trading

which is lawful. Items such as

exception. Islam gives us an entire

and moral values is encouraged to

alcohol, tobacco, pork, pornographic

framework to conduct business in a

adhere and promote these principles.

material

and moral value. Business is no

12
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and

services,

interest-
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VALUING THE COUNTERPARTY AND
UPHOLDING THEIR INTEGRITY IS A KEY
PRINCIPLE OF ISLAMIC BUSINESS.
DECEPTION AND FRAUDULENT
BEHAVIOUR ARE COMPLETELY
PROHIBITED. THIS PRINCIPLE
ENSURES THAT WE NOT ONLY BE
HONOURABLE IN OUR TRANSACTIONS,
BUT WE VALUE AND RESPECT THE
PEOPLE WE TRADE WITH TOO
are just two case studies, but whatever
unlawful items in Islam are known
to cause harm to individuals and the
society physiologically, economically,
psychologically,

morally

and

spiritually.

2. HONESTY
Islam has strong guidance on being
honest and upholding integrity in all
walks of life. However, there is an extra
emphasis of upholding honesty and

3. GOOD TREATMENT OF STAFF
A

fundamental

rule

of

Islamic

business is the good treatment and
timely payments to employees. The
Prophet (peace be upon him said)
said: “Give the worker his wage before

his sweat dries.” [Ibn Majah] In another
statement, the Prophet said: “Whoever
employs someone to work for him,
he must specify for him his wage in
advance.” [Musannaf ‘Abdur-Razzaq]

based debts should not be traded. The

integrity in business as the stakes

Almighty God states: “O you who

data exhibiting the harms of each to

are higher. Due to the information

have believed, fulfil your contractual

oneself, the society, the economy and

asymmetry between the vendor and

obligations.” [Quran 5:1] This verse

taxpayers’ is easily accessible.

buyer, trust plays a big role.

highlights the importance of both

The harms of continuous alcohol

The Prophet, peace and blessings

consumption to the body is known

be upon him, said, “The honest and

to all. Smoking causes cancer, heart

trustworthy merchant will be with the

On one occasion, the Prophet reports

disease, stroke, lung diseases and

prophets, the truthful, and the martyrs.”

that God said: “I will be the opponent

many other severe illnesses. These

[Source: Sunan al-Tirmidhi]

to three types of people on the Day of
TO PAGE 14>>
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5 Islamic Principles for Business
<<FROM PAGE 13
Judgment:…and one who hires staff,

principle ensures that we not only be

takes full work from them and does

honourable in our transactions, but we

not pay them their wages.” [Sahih al-

value and respect the people we trade

Bukhari]

with too.

Beyond just timely payments, staff

God says: “O you who have believed,

lies and false oaths, so add charitable

should be served well. Studies have

do not consume one another’s wealth

giving to your businesses [to mitigate

shown that if employees are treated

unjustly but only [in lawful] business

wrongdoing].” [al-Nasa’i]

well, it results in:

by mutual consent.” [Quran 4:29]

Charity in this sense does not only

• Increased

productivity

and

employee loyalty, which ultimately
leads to more production, growth
and profits.

The Prophetic narration states:

to minimise waste and adopting a

by a pile of food in the market. He put
his hand inside it and felt dampness,
although the surface was dry. He said:

• A greater pool of talent to select for

“O owner of the food, what is this?’

zero-waste economic model. Charity
also encompasses caring for the
ocean and the blue economy, being
concerned for the green economy
and ultimately, operating a business
model which works towards the
Sustainable

Development

Goals

(SDGs).

4. NO DECEPTION OR FRAUD
Valuing

needy and poor, but charity is also

[Sahih Muslim]

Prophet (peace be upon him) passed

your workforce

mean monetary payments to the
committing to climate change, trying

• Less sick days and hence, less

low staff turnover rate

businesses to give charity. He said:

“Whoever cheats us, is not one of us.”

According to another report, the

• Higher employee retention and a

The Prophet advised traders and

“O Businessmen, transactions carry

• Stronger customer relationships
opportunity costs

5. CHARITY

the

counterparty

and

The man said, ‘It was damaged by
rain, O Messenger of God.’

The Prophet advised traders
and businesses to give charity.

upholding their integrity is a key

He said, ‘Why did you not put the rain-

He said: “O Businessmen,

principle

business.

damaged food on top so that people

transactions carry lies and

Deception and fraudulent behaviour

could see it! Whoever cheats us is not

false oaths, so add charitable

are

one of us.” [Sahih Muslim]

giving to your businesses

of

Islamic

completely

prohibited.
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